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Von Droite

Die Charactere gehören Paul Auster und ich hab mir damit nur ne gute Note in
meinem LK verdient, dass wars dann schon xp

Ich hoff mal, 's gefällt euch ^^

~~~~~

Room in New York

They had come home early from their night out, which they had spent at a fancy
Japanese restaurante. They were having dinner with Solomon Barber, Marcos father,
a few weeks after Marco finally met his father for the first time. After this first
entcounter Kitty insisted that she wanted to meet Solomon, too. So they set up a date
and time. In the beginnig it was a nice evening. They had something nice to eat and
while they enjoyed their dessert, they started a conversation. And that is where the
problems began. First they talked about ordinary things, but somehow they ended on
one especially tricky topic: Kitty's pregnancy.

Marco and his father were both excited about the fact that Kitty was carrying Marco's
child, but Kitty started to protest and tried to make it clear, that she did not want this
child at the moment. After a short argument Marco and Kitty excused themselves and
went home.

Now they were sitting in the livin room, while an uncomfortable silence settled down
on them. Kitty was frustrated, that Marco couldn't understand her reasons for not
having the child and so she tinkled away on the piano. At the same time Marco was
reading the newspaper, lost in his own train of thoughts and didn't noticed her
frustration, although it was pretty obvious. After some minutes Kitty stood up and
snatched the paper out of Marco's hand, looking rather annoyed. Marco returned this
with a look of disapproval. They started arguing again, yelling and reproaching at each
other for not understanding the other.
„It is my life, Marco. And I don't want this child, not now.“ Kitty was seething now.
„You are selfish“, Marco replied.
„Maybe I am, but so are you“, Kitty sneered at him.
Then she turned around and left the room. Marco looked at the closed door, stunned.
Then he went to the window and closed it.
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The End.

Cyra.
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